Abstract. Photoionization cross sections calculations on the halogen-like ions; Kr + and Xe + have been performed for a photon energy range from each ion threshold to 15 eV, using large-scale close-coupling calculations within the DiracCoulomb R-matrix approximation. The results from our theoretical work are compared with recent measurements made at the ASTRID merged-beam set-up at the University of Aarhus in Denmark and from the Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FT-ICR) trap method at the SOLEIL synchrotron radiation facility in Saint-Aubin, France [1] and the Advanced Light Soure (ALS) [2, 3] . For each of these complex ions our theoretical cross section results over the photon energy range investigated are seen to be in excellent agreement with experiment. Resonance energy positions and quantum defects of the prominent Rydberg resonances series identified in the spectra are compared with experiment for these complex halogen like-ions.
Introduction
Most of the known matter in the Universe is in a plasma state and our information about the Universe is carried by photons, which are dispersed and detected for example by the orbiting Chandra X-ray Observatory. While photons travel through stellar atmospheres and planetary nebulae, they are likely to interact with matter and therefore with ions. This makes the study of photoionization of atoms, molecules and their positive ions very important for astrophysicists, helping them to interpret stellar data.
Photoionization cross sections of heavy atomic elements, in low stages of ionization, are currently of interest both experimentally and theoretically and for applications in astrophysics. The data from such processes have many applications in planetary nebulae, where they are of use in identifying weak emission lines of n-capture elements in NGC 3242. For example, the relative abundances of Xe and Kr can be used to determine key physical characteristics of s-process nucleosynthesis, such as the neutron exposure experienced by Fe-peak seed nuclei [4, 7, 5, 6] .
Xenon and Krypton ions are also of importance in man-made plasmas such as XUV light sources for semiconductor lithography [8] , ion thrusters for space craft propulsion [9] , and nuclear fusion plasmas [10] . Xenon and Krypton ions have also been detected in cosmic objects, e.g., in several planetary nebulae and in the ejected envelopes of low-and intermediate-mass stars [13, 11, 7, 12, 5] . For a profound understanding of these plasmas accurate cross sections are required for ionization and recombination processes that govern the charge balance of ions in plasmas. Krypton and xenon ions are of particular importance in tokamak plasmas. Injection of high-Z gases, essentially Kr and Xe, has been proposed as a technique to mitigate disruption [14, 15] , i.e. the uncontrolled and sudden loss of tokamak plasma current and energy. Disruption can produce severe damage on the vessel wall. The situation becomes more critical for large machines such as ITER (International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor), where incident-loading energy may reach several GW m −2 [16, 17] . After injection of the gases, highly-charged Kr and Xe ions are dominant in the core of the plasma, and low-charged and singly-charged ions are abundant near the edge.
Over the past decade, experimentally, photoionization data on ionic targets have been obtained using mainly two techniques: DLPP (dual laser produced plasma) and merged beam in synchrotron radiation facilities. While the former technique measures photoabsorption spectra [18] , the latter provides absolute single and multiple photoionization cross sections [19, 20] . As indicated by Bizau and co-workers [1] in recent studies on Kr + and Xe + ions, in the valence region, only the K-shell photoionization of the Kr + ion has been reported on [21] . The bulk of the studies on the Xe + ion have focused primarily on the region of 4d inner-shell excitation and ionization using the merged-beam technique [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . The recent work on Xe + of Bizau and co-workers [1] together with the ongoing high resolution studies at the ALS [2, 3] , in the threshold region, make it pertinent to have suitable theoretical results available to compare with. As pointed out in the recent work of Bizau and coworkers [1] , no studies using the above experimental techniques have been published on the Kr + ion or on the Xe + ion in any other energy range and, in particular, close to the thresholds, where strong resonance features dominate the respective cross sections. Furthermore, no theoretical results on the photoionization processes are available for these ions outside the region of 4d inner-shell excitation in the Xe + ion. In order to address these limitations, particularly for astrophysical applications, we have carried out large scale photoionization cross section calculations in the threshold region for both singly ionized ions of krypton and xeon. Where possible we have benchmarked our theoretical work with the available experimental data in order to provide confidence in our work for applications.
The layout of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief outline of the theoretical work. Section 3 details the results obtained. Section 4 presents a discussion and a comparison of the results obtained between experiment and theory. Finally in section 5 conclusions are drawn from the present investigation.
Theory
Recent modifications to the Dirac-Atomic-R-matrix-Codes (DARC) [27] has now made it feasible to study photoionization of heavy complex systems of prime interest to astrophysics and plasma applications by including hundreds of target levels in the close-coupling calculations. This enables photoionization calculations on complex ions such as singly ionized ions of Krypton and Xeon, the focus of the current investigation to be carried out at the same degree of accuracy as those for electron impact excitation. Such extensions to the DARC codes have allowed us recently to address the complex problem of trans-iron element single photon ionization of Se + ions. In the present study we apply this suite of DARC codes to calculate detailed photoionization (PI) cross sections on the halogen-like ions, Kr + and Xe + . Recent experimental measurements [1] have been made on these systems but limited theoretical work is available to compare with. Photoionization cross sections on these halogen-like ions are performed for the ground and the excited metastable levels associated with the ns 2 np 5 configuration (n=4 and 5 respectively for Kr + and Xe + ions) in order to benchmark our theoretical results with recent high resolution experimental measurements [1] .
For both the ground and metastable initial states, the outer region electron-ion collision problem for each ion was solved (in the resonance region below and between all thresholds) using a suitably chosen fine energy mesh of 5×10 −8 Rydbergs (≈ 0.68 µeV) to fully resolve all the extremely narrow resonance structure in the appropriate photoionization cross sections. The jj-coupled Hamiltonian diagonal matrices were adjusted so that the theoretical term energies matched the recommended experimental values of NIST [28] . We note that this energy adjustment ensures better positioning of resonances relative to all thresholds included in the calculation. In the energy region considered here we can see from Tables 1 and 2 the shift to the 1 D 2 and 1 S 0 thresholds is minimal. For this reason in Table 3 -5 we only include experimental series limits.
In order to compare directly with the available experimental measurements for each of these ions, we have convoluted the theoretical PI cross sections with a gaussian function of the appropriate full width half maximum (FWHM) and statistically averaged the results for the ground and metastable states.
Kr
+ Photoionization (PI) cross section calculations on the Kr + complex were carried out retaining 326-levels in our close-coupling calculations with the Dirac-Atomic-R-matrixCodes (DARC). In R-matrix theory, all photoionization cross section calculations require the generation of atomic orbitals based primarily on the atomic structure of the residual ion. The present theoretical work for the photoionization of the Kr + ion employs relativistic atomic orbitals up to n=4 generated for the residual Kr 2+ ion, which were calculated using the extended-optimal-level (EOL) procedure within the GRASP structure code [29, 30, 31] . The 1s-4s, 2p-4p and 3d-4d orbitals were obtained from an EOL calculation on the lowest 14 range from threshold up to 40 eV. The 326-state model produced a maximum of 1511 coupled channels in our scattering work with Hamiltonian matrices of dimension of the order of 24,354 by 24,354 in size. Due to dipole selection rules, for total ground state photoionization we need only to consider the bound-free dipole matrices,
e whereas for the excited metastable states only the
e ones are required.
Xe
+ Similarly for photoionization cross section calculations on the Xe + system we retained 326 levels of the residual Xe 2+ ion in our close-coupling calculations performed with the Dirac-Atomic-R-matrix-Codes (DARC). Analogous PI calculations on the Kr + case, were made similarly for the Xe + ion. For the Xe + case we have employed relativistic n=5 atomic orbitals generated for the residual Xe 2+ ion, which were obtained using the energy-average-level (EAL) procedure within the GRASP structure code on the Table 5 .
fourteen lowest levels associated with the 5s 2 5p 4 , 5s5p 5 and 5s 2 5p 3 5d 2 configurations. Table 2 gives a sample of our results for the Xe III ion for the energies of the lowest eight levels associated with the 5s 2 5p 4 and 5s5p 5 configurations compared with the NIST [28] tabulations. Here again for the photoionization cross section calculations on this complex trans-iron system we included all 326 levels arising from the seven configurations: 5s 2 5p 4 , 5s5p 5 , 5s 2 5p 3 5d, 5s 2 5p 2 5d 2 , 5p 6 , 5s5p 4 5d and 5p 4 5d 2 in the close-coupling expansion. PI cross section calculations with this 326-level model were then carried out in the Dirac-Coulomb approximation using the DARC codes for photon energies up to about 15 eV above the ion threshold.
Results
Figures 1 and 2 presents our theoretical results from the 326-level model using the DARC suite of codes. In order to compare directly with the experimental results of Bizau and co-workers [1] we have statistically averaged the results from the ground [1] ) that the rich and complex resonance structure is better reproduced by the DARC calculations for Kr + than for Xe + , which could be due to the limited resolution in those experiments. Figure 3 shows a comparison with recent ALS measurements for Xe + ions in the near threshold region taken at the Advanced Light Soure (ALS) at a extremely high resolution of 4 meV [2] . Here we see that the experimental PI cross sections (apart from the region of the n=14 member of the 5s 2 5p 4 ( 3 P 1 ) nd series) are reproduced by our DARC calculations. The multi-channel R-matrix eigenphase derivative (QB) technique (applicable to atomic and molecular complexes) of Berrington and co-workers [32, 33, 34] modified to cater for jj-coupling was used to determine the resonance parameters of the prominent series. The resonance width Γ was determined from the inverse of the energy derivative of the eigenphase sum δ at the resonance energy E r via
The results for all the resonance parameters determined from the QB method are presented in Tables 3 and 4 for Kr + ions and compared with the available experimentally determined ones. Table 5 give similar results for the corresponding Xe + ion.
Discussion
The hypothesis of statistical population is very reasonable since the life time is huge (0.34 seconds for the case of Kr + ) if compared to the beam transport times. Note also that the excited 2 P o 1/2 metastable Kr + ions produced either in an ion source or ion trap rarely collide with surfaces or residual gas before photoionization takes place. As a result, statistical population of the ions seems consistent with their measurements both using an ion source and an ion trap without delay [1] . For the case of Kr + ions studied here resonance positions and quantum defects are in excellent agreement with the available experimental measurements as can be seen from Tables 3 and 4 . The magnitude of the absolute cross sections are also in excellent agreement with experimental values as illustrated in figure 1 .
For Xe + ions the difference in the resolution between the Bizau and co-workers [1] (25 meV) and current Advanced Light Source (ALS) measurements (2.2 meV) [2] and that taken at 4 meV shown in figure 3 [3] is over a factor of ten better. Bizau and co-workers noted that, given their poor resolution, they do not attempt to obtain more detailed spectroscopic information: ÒConsidering the moderate energy resolution chosen in this work to compensate for the low density of target ions, we have not attempted a detailed identification of the observed structures, which are most of the time composed of several unresolved lines." In the near threshold region we do not fully reproduce the resonance strengths in the experimental data of Bizau and co-workers [1] which could be due to the limited resolution in those experiments. We also note here there is a discrepancy in the quantum defects for the Rydberg series in Xe + as given in Table 5 with the experimental values of Bizau and co-workers [1] . The recent high resolution measurements (4 meV) see figure 3 made at the ALS by Muller and co-workers [3] the near threshold region producing an average quantum defect for the 5s 2 5p 4 ( 3 P 1 ) nd Rydberg series of 0.16 which are comparable values to our DARC estimates for the 5s 2 5p 4 ( 1 D 2 ) nd series in Table 5 [2, 3] . For Xe + ions a more stringent test with recent extremely high resolution experimental measurements made at the ALS at 4 meV indicate (in the near threshold region, apart from the n=14 member of the Rydberg series) very good agreement giving us confidence in our theoretical results.
Conclusions
State-of-the-art theoretical methods were used to investigate photons interacting with the halogen-like ions, Kr + and Xe + , in the energy region extending to about 15 eV beyond the ionization threshold. Given the complexity of these halogen-like ions, throughout the energy region investigated the agreement (on the photon-energy scale and on the absolute PI cross-section scale) is better for Kr + ions than for Xe + ions with the recent experimental measurements of Bizau and co-workers [1] and our DARC calculations. However our DARC calculations in the near threshold region are seen to reproduce most of the recent extremely high resolution ALS measurements on Xe + ions [2, 3] . It is seen that the photoionization cross section exhibits a wealth of resonances which theory is able to mostly reproduce. The prominent members of the Rydberg series are analyzed and compared with experiment. We point out that the strength of the present study is the benchmarking of our theoretical work with the available experimental data. Such detailed comparison between theory and experiment strengthens the validity of our results giving confidence in their use for astrophysical applications.
The photoionization cross-sections from the present study are suitable to be included into state-of-the-art photoionization modelling codes Cloudy and XSTAR [35, 36] that are used to numerically simulate the thermal and ionization structure of ionized astrophysical nebulae.
